


LIVE VIEW

Live View completely changes the user experience in the 
home.  Stream your live video cameras on the HD 
screen with excellent resolution.  Up to 40 camera’s 
associated with the system will automatically appear, 
allowing you to easily select the desired video feed with 
a single touch, providing you with  real-time visibility.   

STREAM CAMERAS TO 
THE HD SCREEN

Live View



LIVE ANSWER

Live Answer completely changes the user experience in the 
home. Answer the door, using the Skybell Video Doorbell, 
straight from the 7” HD touchscreen with excellent 
resolution.  Talk and hear responses from your front porch.  
Mirrors the mobile app, allowing you to lock and unlock 
your door as well as arm and disarm your system. 

ANSWER THE DOOR FROM  
THE 7” TOUCHSCREEN

Live Answer



LOOKS MATTER

The IQ Panel 2 Plus is a beautiful 7” 
touchscreen with an intuitive HD screen. 
We believe your panel adds to your 
experience with a swipe-based 
pagination design that is as familiar as the 
phone in your pocket. 

The IQ Panel is thin and sleek and acts as 
a digital photo frame when in sleep 
mode, adding to the beauty of your 
home. 



TOUCHLESS CONNECTIVITY

Every IQ Panel 2 Plus includes a bluetooth radio that 
allows you to pair up to five smart phones or tablets 
for Bluetooth Touchless Disarming. When your panel 
is armed in "away" mode you simply need to come 
within range and it will disarm automatically. It's 
secure, encrypted, and individually authenticated, and 
you can add automation rules like "when system 
disarmed by authorized user, unlock the front door 
and turn on the porch light" making it so your home is 
unlocked and disarmed as you approach it and you 
didn't have to do a single thing to make that happen. 

Consider that for a moment: your home is secure, 
doors are locked, system is armed, and yet moments 
before you walk up your front steps, everything 
happens automatically for you. It's powerful, it's easy, 
it's the way any intelligent security and smart home 
system should behave.

BLUETOOTH 
TOUCHLESS 
DISARMING



The IQ Panel has a 5MP camera built-in to the 
panel itself and is capable of capturing disarm 
photos and alarm videos. You can even 
receive these photos directly to your phone as 
a text message.  

Assign user codes to each member of your 
family and see when they get home with a 
picture texted right to your phone!

SEE WHO DISARMS YOUR
SYSTEM FROM ANYWHERE

DISARM PHOTOS



iPhone 
Android 
Blackberry 

Windows 7 
iPad 
Kindle

AVAILABLE FOR

Even when you are not at home you are 
always connected to your IQ Panel with the 
Alarm.com app.  Arm your system, adjust your 
thermostat, lock your door, view your cameras 
and receive notifications and alerts sent via e-
mail or text message.

GEO-FENCES SCENES

LIVE CAMERA SMARTHOME CONTROL

MOBILE APP



Using the Alarm.com Interactive Services, create 
scenes that are applicable to your lifestyle and daily 
habits. Use smart, connected devices around your 
home to create an energy efficient, intelligent 
ecosystem. 

Create a scene that helps secure your home for 
bedtime. With a touch, you can lock your front door, 
turn on your porch lights, turn off your main living 
area lights and then arm your security system in 
“Stay” mode. 

When you wake up, activate the scene to turn on 
your coffee maker, turn on the lights in your room 
and adjust your thermostat. 

If you leave for work, create a scene to lock your 
front and back doors, turn off your lights, turn down 
your thermostat, close your garage and arm your 
security system in “Away” mode. 

SCENES



Using the Alarm.com app on your 
smartphone, you can create automation rules 
to help make your home smarter and more 
secure. Set rules specific to when you go 
further than 5 miles from your home, or when 
you come within 1 mile of your home. 

- Set automation rules such as “When I leave 
my home arm my system, lock my front door 
and adjust the thermostat” 

- Set other rules like “When I leave work adjust 
the thermostat”

FEATURES

GEO-FENCING

System was 
not armed 

when Jenni’s 
phone left 

home



In the past, an intruder could break into your 
home triggering the alarm, hunt down the 
panel to rip it off the wall or smash it before it 
can communicate properly to the authorities. 

Using the IQ Panel, we are putting security 
back into security. The IQ Panel comes with 
Crash & Smash protection which means that 
when the intruder triggers the alarm, whether 
or not they smash the panel, it’s too late. Your 
monitoring station knows they are there and 
will follow the proper protocols to dispatch 
your authorities.

REST ASSURED, 
YOU’RE PROTECTED

POTENTIAL  
CRASH & SMASH

DETECTED

CRASH & SMASH



TRUE SECURITY

With technology becoming more advanced, so are 
hacking strategies. There are multiple methods of hacking 
but the IQ Panel has prevention against these potential 
vulnerabilities. Types of hacking include replay attacks, 
jamming , network hacking and more. 

The IQ Panel uses multiple avenues of protection against 
these kinds of hacks.  

-Built-in firewall 

-Cloud Token Authentication 

-Secure Connection to the cloud 

-Encrypted Sensors 

-Visual Verification from the 5MP Panel Camera 

-Jam Detection 

-Bluetooth Touchless Disarming

PUTTING SECURITY
BACK INTO SECURITY



EQUIPMENT

SECURITY

DW Mini-S Motion-S Recessed-S

Fob-S Glass-S Tilt-S

Doorbell Image Sensor

LIFE SAFETY

Flood

Temp

Pendant

Flood

Temp

DimmerLightbulb Siren Outlet Door Locks

Skybell Skybell Slim Thermostat Indoor Camera Outdoor Camera

Smoke 

Carbon 

LIFESTYLE

DimmerLightbulb Siren Outlet Door Locks

Skybell Skybell Slim Thermostat Indoor Camera Outdoor CameraSk b ll ndoor Camerandoor Camera

LIFESTYLE

IQ Remote

Wireless 
TranslatorHardwire 16-S

Shock-S



2”

.8”.5”

- Encrypted door window sensors easily 
placed on anything that opens and closes 

- Can be programmed as “Safety Sensor” 
for medicine cabinets, chemical storage, 
safes or storage closets 

- Get notifications  
- Set up automations such as “When 

window is open, adjust  my thermostat” 
or “When door is open, turn on the light” 

- Encrypted sensor technology protects 
signals sent to the IQ Panel 

FEATURES

ANYTHING
THAT OPENS

DW MINI-S

COMES IN:



- Easy to install into door frame  
- Can be programmed as “Safety Sensor” for 

medicine cabinets, chemical storage, safes or 
storage closets 

- Get notifications 
- Create automation rules like “turn on light when 

door is opened” or “adjust thermostat if door   
left open” 

- Encrypted sensor technology protects signals 
sent to the IQ Panel

FEATURES

VIRTUALLY UNDETECTABLE.
OUTRAGEOUSLY SECURE.

RECESSED DOOR-S

2.25”
.75”



FEATURES

POWERFUL 
MOTION DETECTION

MOTION-S

- Easy mounting options in wall corners or 
on shelf 

- Mounting option to accommodate pets 
under 40 lbs. 

- Set up automations such as “When motion 
detected, turn on light” or “When no 
motion detected for 5 minutes, turn         
off light” 

- Encrypted sensor technology protects 
signals sent to the IQ Panel 

3.4”

2.4”



- Detects the pitch and frequency of          
breaking glass 

- Actively listening when you are in “stay” or            
“away” modes 

- Protects widows within line of sight within 25’ 
- Encrypted sensor technology protects signals 

sent to the IQ Panel

FEATURES

ENCRYPTED GLASS 
BREAK DETECTOR

GLASS-S

1.4”

3.5”



- “Always on” technology ensures the 
sensor is monitored around the clock, 
whether your system is armed or not 

- Ultra sensitive smoke sensor prevents 
false alarms while constantly monitoring 

- Heat sensor detects the rapid rise in heat 
that comes from a fire - even when there 
is no smoke (like an electrical fire) 

- 3-5 year battery life 

FEATURES

5”

ALWAYS ON 
FIRE PROTECTION

SMOKE DETECTOR



FEATURES

5”

24-7 CARBON 
PROTECTION

CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR

- Especially useful in homes with high risk 
of carbon monoxide leaks from 
appliances such as stoves, furnaces,   
and more 

- Built-in alarm sounds in addition to 
panel siren 

- Causes panel to emit “fire” tone and 
alerts monitoring station of           
carbon monoxide 

- Test button to ensure device is 
operating correctly



- Remotely offers control to turn lamps 
On or Off 

- Plugs into any standard outlet 
- Allows any lamp to become dimmable 
- Set automation rules such as “Turn on 

at sunset” or “When someone walks 
into room, turn on light” 

- Acts as Z-Wave repeater 

FEATURES

CONTROL AT THE
TOUCH OF A FINGER

IQ DIMMER

3.2”

1.4” 2”



- Remotely control your thermostat from anywhere using 
your smartphone 

- Easily save money on your energy bills 
- Standard (gas/electric) or heat pump compatible 
- “Auto” feature enables automatic switching from        

heat to cool. 
- Adjusts itself automatically when you are not at home 

and resume the schedule when you return 
- Seamlessly integrate with your IQ Panel using rules such 

as “If the front door is open longer than 5 minutes, adjust 
the thermostat” 

- Create custom smarthome automation features like 
“Adjust the thermostat when I leave my house” or “Adjust 
my thermostat when I come home” 

- Create scenes with your thermostat such as a “Sleep” 
scene and the IQ Panel will arm the system and adjust 
the thermostat.

FEATURES

AUTO-ADJUSTS 
TO SAVE ENERGY

GEO-FENCES 
CREATE 

AUTOMATION 
RULES 

SMART THERMOSTAT

7.5”

1.75”
7.7”



SMART DOOR LOCKS

- Program user codes from your IQ Panel 2 
- Grant access levels based on user type 
- Assign custom names to your doors 
- Create custom schedules to activate devices automatically

The IQ Panel 2 supports Z-Wave door locks from Kwikset. 
Creating custom rules powered by Alarm.com  you can arm 
your panel, deactivate your thermostat, and turn off your 
lights, all by locking your door.

FEATURES



INDOOR CAMERA

- Get instant alerts with smart clip capture send to your smartphone 
- Live stream your home video from the app 
- Trigger video recordings such as “Send a 30 second video clip when 

motion detected”

FEATURES

See what’s happening at your home in real time, no matter where you are. 
It’s easy to check up on the kids, your pets, your valuables, and see what’s 
actually happening in the event of an alarm.



OUTDOOR CAMERA

- Set custom triggers to receive alerts of activities you care about such as 
“Record video clip when a car pulls into the driveway” 

- Tell the cameras to not record if you are home, for privacy 
- Set recording to always capture footage when you are not home 
- Look through recordings with a searchable library 
- Automatically capture pre-alarm and post-alarm footage 
- Use security sensors to see activities that matter such as when a door 

opens, when there is motion or if a window opens

FEATURES

Your video monitoring is connected to your IQ Panel 2 using the 
Alarm.com app. Use outdoor cameras to keep watch on there 
perimeter of your home by receiving video clips via text or email.



Leave your phone in 
your pocket or purse

BLUETOOTH
DISARMING

Sent to your phone 
or watch

DISARM
PHOTOS

SECURITY LIGHTS

LOCKSTHERMOSTAT

ALL IN ONE.  ALWAYS CONNECTED.  
ALWAYS INNOVATING.

Next generation connectivity 
Fast, reliable and future proof

Dual path connectivity for improved 
latency, flexibility, redundancy, updates

Built-in router for secure private network
Reduce support costs, reduce truck rolls

Android 5+ with feature rich roadmap
Intuitive, upgradeable, future proof

Built in Glass Break Detector
Reduce costs, add value

S-Line encrypted 319.5 sensors
Secure connectivity

Z-Wave Plus Lights, locks, thermostats, 
garage openers, and more

Bluetooth disarming
Leave your phone in your pocket

Disarm photos
Sent to your phone or watch


